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Abstract: This article studies the relationship and impact of trade facilitation and international supply chain logistics optimization. An overview of trade facilitation and international supply chain logistics optimization, international trade development trends, supply chain logistics tools and methods, and other aspects were analyzed. Based on practical cases, suggestions for future development directions were proposed.

1. Introduction

With the acceleration of global economic integration and the continuous expansion of international trade scale, the importance of international supply chain logistics has also become increasingly prominent. At the same time, in order to promote the development of international trade, countries have taken trade facilitation measures, providing better opportunities and challenges for the optimization of supply chain logistics. Therefore, how to combine trade facilitation with international supply chain logistics optimization has become an urgent problem to be solved. This article will explore this issue from multiple perspectives, in order to provide certain reference value for research in related fields.

2. Trade facilitation

2.1. Overview of Trade Facilitation

With the acceleration of global economic integration and the continuous introduction of liberalization policies, trade facilitation has become an important means to promote international trade and economic development. Trade facilitation refers to the process of accelerating the exchange of goods and services by eliminating or simplifying policy and procedural restrictions on cross-border trade, improving customs clearance efficiency, reducing trade costs, and ultimately achieving economic globalization and regional integration.

Trade facilitation has a profound impact on international supply chain logistics. Firstly, trade facilitation can make it easier for enterprises to enter new markets, thereby enhancing the flexibility and adaptability of the supply chain. Secondly, trade facilitation can also improve logistics efficiency, shorten the time and cost of goods transportation, and thus reduce production cycles and inventory levels in the supply chain. In addition, trade facilitation can also reduce the cost of intermediate links and optimize the overall operational efficiency of the supply chain.
2.2. Analysis of the Development Trends of International Trade

Currently, the global trade situation is facing various pressures and challenges. On the one hand, the sentiment of international trade protectionism is constantly intensifying, and some countries have taken measures such as trade barriers and restrictions on the flow of goods, which have hindered the liberalization and facilitation of global trade. On the other hand, the rise of emerging market countries and the rapid development of technological progress are also changing the pattern and mode of international trade.

In response to these challenges, countries have called for strengthening cooperation, promoting economic globalization and integration. At the same time, cooperate in areas such as digitization, intelligence, and sustainable development to improve the efficiency and reliability of trade facilitation and supply chain logistics.

2.3. The impact of trade facilitation on supply chain logistics

Trade facilitation has brought various impacts to supply chain logistics. Firstly, trade facilitation can make it easier for enterprises to access overseas resources and markets, broaden the scope and depth of the supply chain, and enhance its competitiveness. Secondly, trade facilitation can optimize the speed and cost of goods transportation, shorten production cycles and inventory levels, thereby reducing costs and risks throughout the entire supply chain. In addition, trade facilitation can also promote innovation and collaboration of various logistics services, improve the overall efficiency and reliability of the supply chain.

3. Optimization of international supply chain logistics

3.1. Overview of international supply chain logistics

With the continuous growth of global trade and the acceleration of economic globalization, international supply chain logistics has become increasingly important. International supply chain logistics refers to supply chain logistics involving cross-border trade, including the entire process from raw material procurement to final product delivery.[1] Due to the involvement of participants from multiple countries and regions, international supply chain logistics is characterized by complexity, uncertainty, and risk. In order to ensure logistics efficiency and reduce logistics costs, it is necessary to optimize international supply chain logistics.

3.2. The importance of optimizing international supply chain logistics

The optimization of international supply chain logistics has a crucial impact on the competitiveness and market share of enterprises. Firstly, optimization of international supply chain logistics can improve the transportation speed and reliability of goods, shorten production cycles and inventory levels, thereby reducing the capital occupation and risk of enterprises. Secondly, international supply chain logistics optimization can optimize the logistics distribution network, achieve rapid response to customer needs, reduce logistics costs, and improve satisfaction and stickiness. At the same time, international supply chain logistics optimization can also promote cooperation between enterprises and suppliers, jointly promoting the coordination and collaboration of the entire supply chain.[2]
3.3. Tools and methods for optimizing international supply chain logistics

3.3.1. Information technology

With the continuous progress of information technology, the logistics industry is also constantly changing and innovating. In the optimization of international supply chain logistics, information technology is a key link. Through technological means such as the Internet of Things, cloud computing, and big data, monitoring, management, and coordination of the entire supply chain logistics can be achieved.[3]

Firstly, IoT technology can achieve monitoring and tracking of logistics nodes, including transportation vehicles, storage equipment, goods, etc. For example, using RFID radio frequency identification technology to track and manage goods during the logistics process can effectively improve logistics visibility and transparency, reduce logistics information asymmetry and errors. In addition, real-time monitoring and alarm of logistics nodes can be achieved through sensors and wireless communication technology, ensuring the safety and stable transportation of goods.

Secondly, cloud computing technology can achieve the storage, processing, and analysis of logistics data, providing scientific basis for logistics decision-making. For example, by establishing a logistics data platform, data integration and sharing in the logistics process can be achieved, improving data utilization and efficiency. At the same time, based on big data analysis and artificial intelligence technology, it can also deeply explore the laws and values behind logistics data, providing more accurate references for logistics optimization.

3.3.2. Design of logistics distribution network

In the optimization of international supply chain logistics, the design of logistics distribution networks is a very important part. Reasonable planning of logistics distribution networks can reduce logistics costs and risks, improve logistics service levels and efficiency.

Firstly, establishing a transit warehouse is one of the effective methods to improve the logistics distribution network. By setting up a transit warehouse, centralized sorting, loading and unloading, and transportation of goods can be achieved, avoiding empty and stranded logistics links, and improving logistics efficiency and resource utilization. In addition, transit warehouses can also serve as important nodes in logistics services, providing various value-added services such as packaging, labeling, customization, etc., further enhancing the connection and cooperation between enterprises and customers.

In addition, multimodal transportation is also an important means of optimizing logistics distribution networks. By integrating different logistics transportation methods, such as highways, railways, waterways, and aviation, a reasonable combination and scheduling of transportation methods can be achieved, which can better adapt to different logistics needs and special situations. For example, in cross-border e-commerce logistics, the combination of multiple transportation methods such as sea freight, air freight, and express delivery can achieve a balance between logistics efficiency and cost, and improve the quality of logistics services and customer satisfaction.

It can be seen that the optimization of logistics distribution networks plays an important role in the efficiency and reliability of international supply chain logistics. By establishing transit warehouses and multimodal transportation, rapid response and flexible scheduling of logistics can be achieved, improving logistics efficiency and service levels, and creating greater commercial value for enterprises.

3.3.3. Supply chain finance

In international supply chain logistics, supply chain finance is a financial form that provides
financial support and services for enterprises. With the help of financial services, it is possible to improve the flow of funds, reduce supply chain financial risks, and strengthen cooperation between supply chains, thereby promoting the coordination and collaboration of the entire supply chain logistics.

Firstly, account settlement is an important method of supply chain finance. By dividing the time for product sales and payment through the agreed settlement period, the one-time occupation and concentration risk of funds are avoided, which is beneficial for improving the company's capital turnover rate. In addition, in cross-border trade, cross-border e-commerce platforms will also provide corresponding services such as loan guarantee and credit insurance to reduce supply chain financial risks.

Secondly, factoring financing is another effective way of supply chain finance. Through the intervention of factoring companies, we provide loan guarantees and financing services for enterprises, alleviating their financial pressure and financing difficulties. In addition, factoring financing can also help strengthen trust and cooperation between supply chains, improve supply chain efficiency and reliability.

4. Research on trade facilitation and optimization strategies of international supply chain logistics

4.1. The relationship between trade facilitation and optimization of international supply chain logistics

Trade facilitation and optimization of international supply chain logistics are inseparable. Trade facilitation refers to promoting the liberalization and facilitation of international trade by simplifying and standardizing import and export procedures, improving customs clearance efficiency, and reducing costs. The optimization of international supply chain logistics is aimed at achieving efficient, reliable, and low-cost operation of the entire supply chain logistics process from raw material procurement to final product delivery. There is a close connection and interaction between trade facilitation and international supply chain logistics optimization.

Firstly, trade facilitation can promote the optimization of international supply chain logistics. By simplifying import and export procedures, improving customs clearance efficiency, and reducing related costs, bottlenecks and obstacles in the logistics process can be reduced, and logistics efficiency and service level can be improved. For example, strengthening customs information sharing and processing, accelerating customs clearance speed, shortening the transit time of goods, avoiding goods detention and loss, thereby reducing the capital occupation and risk of enterprises in the logistics process, and improving resource utilization efficiency.

Secondly, optimizing international supply chain logistics can also promote the realization of trade facilitation. By optimizing the supply chain logistics process, achieving the transformation and upgrading of logistics distribution networks, innovative application of information technology, expansion of financial services, and establishment of collaborative cooperation mechanisms, enterprises can improve their logistics efficiency and service quality, enhance their market competitiveness and brand image, and thus promote the realization of trade facilitation.

4.2. The challenges of trade facilitation and international supply chain logistics optimization

The implementation of trade facilitation and optimization of international supply chain logistics also faces some challenges. The main challenges include the following aspects: firstly, the complex regulatory environment and legal system: due to the involvement of participants and regulatory agencies from multiple countries and regions, international supply chain logistics and trade
facilitation face significant legal and regulatory challenges. Second, information asymmetry and sharing difficulties: international supply chain logistics involves multiple links and participants, and smooth and sharing of information flow is the prerequisite for improving logistics efficiency. However, in practice, due to poor information transmission channels and inconsistent standards, there are difficulties in information communication and sharing. Thirdly, supply chain risk control: Cross border trade and international supply chain logistics have high risks. Faced with risks such as goods loss, payment recovery, and delivery delay, enterprises need to take corresponding risk control measures.

4.3. Enlightenment of trade facilitation on optimization of international supply chain logistics

Trade facilitation has important implications for optimizing international supply chain logistics. Firstly, it is necessary to strengthen the formulation and coordination of international trade regulations and standards, reduce trade barriers and costs, and improve the level of trade facilitation. Secondly, it is necessary to strengthen the application and sharing of information technology, establish a global logistics information platform, promote the rapid flow and sharing of information between logistics links, and improve the efficiency and reliability of supply chain logistics. At the same time, it is necessary to strengthen financial services and risk control, improve enterprise capital turnover, reduce transaction risks, and strengthen supply chain cooperation relationships through supply chain finance, insurance, and other means. Finally, it is necessary to strengthen the establishment of international cooperation and coordination mechanisms, promote resource sharing and complementary advantages among all parties, and achieve the dual goals of trade facilitation and supply chain logistics optimization on a global scale.

5. Trade facilitation and optimization methods for international supply chain logistics

5.1. Summary of the relationship between trade facilitation and international supply chain logistics optimization

Trade facilitation and international supply chain logistics optimization complement each other, and there is a close connection and interaction between the two. Trade facilitation can promote the optimization of international supply chain logistics. By simplifying import and export procedures, improving customs clearance efficiency, and reducing related costs, bottlenecks and obstacles in logistics can be reduced, and logistics efficiency and service level can be improved; The optimization of international supply chain logistics can promote the realization of trade facilitation. By optimizing the supply chain logistics links, it can improve the logistics efficiency and service quality of enterprises, enhance their market competitiveness and brand image, and thus promote the realization of trade facilitation.

5.2. Experience and lessons to learn from

There are some valuable experiences and lessons to be learned in trade facilitation and international supply chain logistics optimization. For example, in terms of trade facilitation, countries around the world have taken a series of measures, such as shortening customs clearance time, canceling or simplifying non critical procedures, and promoting a single window, to provide enterprises with a more convenient trade environment. At the same time, in terms of optimizing international supply chain logistics, some enterprises have achieved optimization and upgrading of supply chain logistics through intelligent technology, the Internet of Things, big data and other means.

However, there are also shortcomings and lessons learned in practice. For example, in terms of
trade facilitation, issues such as inconsistent standards and complex regulatory environments still exist among countries, resulting in higher trade costs; At the same time, in terms of optimizing international supply chain logistics, issues such as poor information sharing and inadequate risk control also need to be further addressed.

6. Conclusion

Trade facilitation and optimization of international supply chain logistics are important means and approaches to promote the development of international trade and improve market competitiveness. There are close connections and interactions between them, all aimed at achieving efficient, reliable, and low-cost operation of the entire supply chain logistics process from raw material procurement to final product delivery. However, in practice, trade facilitation and optimization of international supply chain logistics still face some challenges and shortcomings that require our joint efforts to solve. In the future, we should strengthen information sharing, establish authoritative standards and regulatory mechanisms, expand financial services and risk control, and promote the establishment of international cooperation and coordination mechanisms. Only through global resource sharing and collaborative cooperation can sustainable development of trade facilitation and international supply chain logistics optimization be achieved, promoting global economic prosperity and stability.
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